Comparison of two academic software packages for analyzing two-dimensional gel images.
One of the key limitations for proteomic studies using two-dimensional (2D) gel is the lack of automatic, fast, robust, and reliable methods for detecting, matching, and quantifying protein spots. Although there are commercial software packages for 2D gel image analysis, extensive human intervention is still needed for spot detection and matching, which is time-consuming and error-prone. Moreover, the commercial software packages are usually expensive and non-open source. Thus, it is very beneficial for researchers to have free software that is fast, fully automatic, and robust. In this paper, we review and compare two recently developed and publicly available software packages, RegStatGel and Pinnacle, for analyzing 2D gel images. These two software packages share some common features and also have some fundamental difference in the aspects of spot detection and quantification. Based on our experience, RegStatGel is much better in terms of spot detection and matching. It also contains more advanced statistical tools and is more user-friendly. In contrast, Pinnacle is quite sensitive to background noise and relies on external statistical software packages for statistical analysis.